
A Letter to Regent Phillips  

 

Michael Mc Dermott 

Principal of Scarsdale Middle School 

Dear Regent Phillips: 

 

I write to express my growing concern about the implementation and implications of 

the new APPR for principals and teachers.  I express these concerns as a middle school 

principal, a member of the Regents Task Force and the president of the Regional 

Association of School Administrators representing 650 members in Westchester and 

Putnam counties. 

  

As a member of the Task Force I, along with my colleagues, invested a considerable 

amount of time trying to develop a system that was fair and that would achieve the 

goals that we all agreed were worthy ones to attain.  None of us ever questioned the 

need for accountability as leaders of our schools and we brought consistent integrity to 

our work, despite the many obstacles we encountered in working with the 

representatives from the New York City Department of Education in particular.   A 

coalition of our work group quickly formed to thwart what we saw as a very deliberate 

effort to remake the state public school system in the image and likeness of New York 

City's. We were constantly frustrated by their insistence in  putting back on the table 

elements of the principals evaluation process that had already been settled in the two 

years the Wallace Committee had met and whose work was about to be approved when 

the State won the Race To The Top. 

  

In the end, we felt our work was undermined and compromised by SED's almost 

immediate revision of our recommendations, especially one's on which we had near 

consensus.  For example, we were adamant that 20% Other Measures meant just that--

"other," not counting State assessment results twice, a form of double jeopardy we saw 

as blatantly unfair and another form of "Gotcha!"   We were very upset when the HEDI 

scoring band was moved from 0-50 to 0-64 because we saw immediately how that 

would adversely impact teachers and principals. "Gotcha!" again.  When the judge ruled 

on the NYSUT lawsuit, we felt vindicated because the judge agreed with many of our 

initial recommendations and/or later concerns. 

  

The position paper drafted by two Long Island principals and that has now been 

circulated statewide is a very accurate statement of growing concerns on the part of 

principals and teachers as the implications of the new APPR are known.  Their points are 

those we continually raised as members of the Task Force, so they should not come as 

any surprise to the Commissioner.  As Michael Winerip's column in The New York Times 



expressed, principals are not generally known to revolt, so this reaction by principals is a 

significant  statement to SED, the education community and to you as a Regent.  It is 

not merely "anxiety" on our parts, as Commissioner King simplistically put it in a recent 

interview. 

  

We ask your help, and that of your fellow Regents, to reconsider this process that will 

devalue the long-standing work of dedicated professionals and threatens to dismantle 

the public school system which we serve proudly. 

  

Thank you for your time. 

  

Michael T. McDermott 

Principal 

Scarsdale Middle School 

  
 


